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Name  Comment on PGDHPE Course Experience 

Dr. Carounanidy 
Usha 

The strength of PGDHPE is the facilitators. Knowledge imparted is par excellence but I learnt from them how to BE a 
teacher. PGDHPE has the magic to tap the untapped potential inside every passionate teacher. 

Dr. Manoj Karthik  

 

If you perceive yourself as a medical educationist, this course gives a new meaning to you. Your 
attitude changes from "Why should I learn all these?" to "Why haven't I used all these?" 

Dr. Ganesh babu 

 

According to me all basic FDP are only basics. Here in this Heutagogy model of our course is an example and role model 
course for all. This model itself motivates and corrects all our mistakes and encourages and develops our self as an 
educator. In my view if you want to become a medical educator this is a Must attend course. 

Dr. P. S. 
Manoharan 

This is a "highly practical" and "must know” subject for any health professional. Learning to be professional in building 
knowledge, sharing, working as a team, being responsible and accountable, is woven into the curriculum which makes it 
to be unique. 

Dr. David 
Livingstone 

 
Two key elements I learnt through this course is ‘how to be a lifelong learner’ and ‘thinking about thinking’ 
(metacognition). My advice to anyone regarding this course would be “Carpe Diem!” (“Seize the day!”) 
It is sure to make a big difference in your career as an educator! 
 

Dr. Senthil.M 
 

 I consider myself as lucky and fortunate to be under the mentorship of legends in Health Professional Education in 
India. PGDHPE is a joyful, pleasant and remarkable journey, it made me to explore myself as an effective teacher and 
academician. The course is one of its kind which has created a spirit of  lifelong learning, for me it is a nostalgic 
experience which I am going to treasure throughout my life. 



Dr. M. Shivasakthy 

Why join PGDHPE in SBV? 
"To experience a blissful journey of experiential learning along with the stalwarts by your side...who can sculpt anyone, 
as highly motivated lifelong learner and perfectly handle all avatars of a teacher in a holistic approach".... 
We liked the way how our teachers dealt with the ‘why,  how, when and  where’ of what they teach... 

Dr. Vikneshan.M 
 

I was a poor organizer thinking till the last moment of what to speak in the class. This course had taught me how to 
organize myself and be prepared... The best thing of this course  is that you learn  at your own pace, learning by yourself 
and most importantly with all the guidance you need 

Dr. Suganya 
 

PGDHPE has drastically  changed me from just a teacher to a facilitator. It made me realize that I am one among those 
responsible for moulding students and act as "CHANGE AGENT" in my profession. 

 


